
Notices to Mariners

What the Notices are for?

The Australian Notices to Mariners provide the infor mation necessar y to keep Australian Naviga-

tional Products up to date. The Navigational Charts in their paper editions are the subject of this

ar ticle, but the notices also deal with the Notices themselves, the National Tide Tables, and the

Australian Seafarers Handbook.

The notices concern changes to navigational aids, topography, depth soundings, adjacent or over-

lapping charts, etc., and the charts themselves when replacement editions are prepared or new

char ts issued. Not all notices will be of interest to the recreational boater (e.g. the position of

transoceanic submarine cables), but others can be of critical importance, e.g. new, altered or

removed lights, or newly discovered obstructions.

Types of Notices concerning char ts

The notices the recreational boater will usually be interested in are: Notices to Mariners Updates -

per manent changes to charts; and Notice to Mariners Block and Notes (more on these later).

There are also: Preliminary Notices, which summarise major changes that will be for thcoming,

possibly as a new char t, or notify wor k that will soon be taking place; and Temporar y Notices,

where the change will not be valid for more than one month. The rest of this article will discuss

only the permanent changes.

Is my char t up to date?

If you are going to use a chart, or if you acquire one, even from a chart agent, you need to know if

the chart is up to date. First you need to know if you have a current edition. The date of publica-

tion of the current edition is available from the Index of Australian Charts.1 Assuming a current

edition, to know if it is up to date you need two pieces of infor mation: the last permanent Notice

applicable to the chart; and the last Notice that has been applied to the chart.

The last notice relevant to the chart is also on the web version of the chart index. It can also be

deter mined from the Editions of the Notices, but the web site list is much easier - more on this

later. The last notice to have been applied to the chart should be noted in the bottom left margin

of the chart. The notation consists of years followed by one or more notice numbers. For exam-

ple the list on an up-to-date version of Aus172, Por t of Hobart, as of December 2009 would be

2007-224-1122-2008-301-441-589-799-1188-2009-878-1170-. So if the last notice mentioned on

the chart corresponds to the last notice to have been issued, the chart is up to date. If not, there

is wor k to be done.

Note that the list on the chart of notices that have been applied to the chart is ver y impor tant in

this context. It is critical to long-term char t maintenance that when the changes required by a

notice are made, the list is supplemented with the notice number (prefixed by the year of issue if it

is not already in the list).

Chang es to distribution of printed editions

2009 brought with it major changes to the provision of Notices to Mariners. At one time these

were available from the Australian Hydrographic Service for free. They would even post them. In

recent years the postage costs were passed on to the user, as the notices became available only

from commercial outlets, typically the ones where charts are sold. But now, the Service no longer

pr ints the notices. They are available from some commercial suppliers, at substantially increased

pr ices.

An alternative - electronic distribution - has been available since 1997. Portable Document For-

mat (PDF) files of whole issues, published for tnightly can be downloaded from the Australian

Hydrographic Service website http://www.hydro.gov.au/. The list of current editions is always

available at http://www.hydro.gov.au/n2m/notices.htm#view where links take you to the editions

(with and without blocks - see below), blocks and notes only, and the tracings (also see below for

details).2



eNotices

You can register your collection of charts with the Hydrographic Service and they will email the

text of any notices (but not block corrections) relevant to them when the the for tnightly Notices to

Mar iners are issued. There is no charge to this service. It’s a good way to know when notices

that apply to your charts need to be attended to. It is also an efficient way to acquire the notices,

especially if you are at sea.

Permanent corrections

Each permanent correction notice contains instructions on changes to be applied to a chart.

Sometimes these are simple and quick to apply, e.g. the change to the range of a light. Some-

times they are complex, e.g. where new sur veys have rev ealed poor infor mation on depths result-

ing in many changes including to some contours. Such changes can include long lists of latitudes

and longitudes, and can be tedious to apply. In such cases the tracings discussed below can be

a real boon.

Each notices can apply to a number of charts, or just to one. The instructions for each chart have

a par ticular str ucture. Here is an example:

First the notice number, and the place and nature of the chart. Then the source of the infor ma-

tion. The char t number and name is followed by an impor tant number in square brackets, in this

case "[701/2008]". This is the number and year of the most recent permanent notice that should

have been applied to the chart. So if you are intending to apply this notice to your chart, the first

thing to check is that the preceding correction was applied. If not, you need to retrieve that notice

and check it. Potentially you can go back through quite a few notices if the chart is significantly

out-of-date.3

Once you know you have a notice that needs to be applied, you simply follow the instructions.

Having ver y fine tipped pens to make any changes required is essential to a legible and perma-

nent job. You need a magenta one, a green one, and optionally a black one. The inks should be

per manent, and preferable fade resistant. Pens described as archival quality are ideal.

Some notices will instruct you to "Insert accompanying block". These are discussed in the next

section. To inser t these a glue stick is best.

Block corrections

One type of permanent corrections to charts comes in the for m of a block correction. A por tion of

a char t, usually less than can be printed on an A4 page, is included in the Notices to Mariners. In

the editions produced by the Australian Hydrographic Service, these were printed with the same

high resolution, dimensions and colours as in the original chart, and on a high quality paper. An

example of a correction to the previous edition of Aus 173 follows.



Some blocks are just text, such as the var ious notes that appear on charts, e.g. GPS positions,

currents, restr icted areas etc. Whatever the for m, the correction has to be cut out and applied to

the chart being corrected.

Block corrections are included in the electronic versions of the Notices which are downloadable

from the web. As an example if you wish to download the above correction for Aus 173, it is avail-

able as a PDF file at http://www.hydro.gov.au/n2m/2008/blocks/aus173_158_2008.pdf though you

probably do not want this as it relates to a superseded chart.

Downloaded PDF blocks present problems if you want to print them for application to a chart.

Most importantly, the dimensions of the printout must correspond to those of the original chart.

One of the intentions of the PDF is to achieve just this, but PDF browsers will sometimes scale

pr intouts, and not all printers are well supported by their PPD (Postscr ipt Pr inter Descr iption) file

or printer driver to correctly render the PDF content. Cer tainly it is important that any scaling

options in the PDF interpreter (e.g. Adobe’s Acroread) be set to 100%, that the correct PPD and

pr inter dr iver are used, and that the correct paper size is selected. Recent block corrections have

their intended dimensions (x × y) in the border, so the printed dimensions can be checked.

A colour printer is needed for corrections involving the chart itself. A monochrome correction

might be better than none at all, but generally not ver y satisfactor y. The colour rendition is not

very impor tant, but obviously a good match to the original is desireable.

The paper quality is wor th consider ing too. Given the total effor t involved in producing a block

correction yourself, you might as well avoid using a cheap thin paper. A quality 120g/m2 paper is

similar to that in the printed editions of the past.

Finally and possibly of considerable importance is water proofness. The printout from most ink-jet

type printers is not water proof. Indeed in many cases only a second or so contact with water, or

water containing liquids such as coffee, wine, etc., can make the printout almost useless.



Splashed untreated printout Dr ied untreated printout

The cost of printers that do produce waterfast output is ver y high. Certainly you could not justify

purchasing such a printer just to do chart corrections. But there is a way to overcome this prob-

lem. There are spray-on products that will stabilize the inks from ink-jet printers. Some are

readlily available from art supply shops, where they are sold mostly for artists using labile materi-

als such as water colours, pastels, charcoal etc. One such product, Cr ystal Clear , does a good

job of water proofing, yet still allows positions to be marked on in pencil, or conventional correc-

tions to be applied with a pen.

Splashed treated printout Dr ied treated printout

Tracings

The Hydrographic Service also produces an interesting assistance to chart correction in the for m

of tracings. These used to be an add-on to the printed Notices to Mariners that had to be pur-

chased. Tracings were provided printed on tracing paper by the Hydrographic Service. They can

be overlaid on the chart being corrected to indicate where and what is to be added or removed.

Here is an example of a tracing related to chart Aus 171 released as a part of edition 1 of the

Notices this year.



The text related to this correction appeared in Edition 1 of 2009 as:

Note that the tracing contains all the infor mation needed to update the chart. The shoreline trac-

ings, some of the soundings and the latitude and longitude lines, together with the "LEFT ABOVE

CENTRE" label, allow the tracing to be quickly and accurately placed on the chart. The last cor-

rection "1289/2008" allows the currency of the chart to be checked, and the number "69/2009"

allows the update to be noted in the bottom left chart margin. The position of the dashed line to

be added in magenta is shown on the tracing, together with its "Hobart Por t Limit". Even the ink

colour is included. The ’×’s through the arrows indicate these are not to be added but are merely

par t of the instruction. The line and label can then be drawn with no need to determine the start

and ending latitudes and longitudes. When corrections involve a number of latitudes and longi-

tudes as can be the case for contours, anchorage limits, fish far ms, etc., the tracings can speed

corrections markedly, and ensure their accuracy.

The tracings can be downloaded separately for each Edition. The example above is a par t of the

PDF file available at http://www.hydro.gov.au/n2m/2009/tracings/tracings_1_2009.pdf. Tracings

only require black printing, so a colour printer is not required. Indeed a black laser printer is ideal,

especially if the print medium is to be a transparent sheet, such as those available from most

office suppliers. The dimensional requirements are identical to those mentioned above for block

corrections. A PDF viewer that allows selected tracings to be printed easily is an advantage.4

Dave Davey

Windclimber



Footnotes

1. Available from the Hydrographic Service web site at

http://www.hydro.gov.au/webapps/jsp/char ts/char tlist.jsp

2. Finding past editions on the Hydrographic web site is a challenge, but the search engine will

usually get you there. Searches of parent directories containing the issues appears to be prohib-

ited, but once you find one of the annual indexes, you can wor k out the rest. The 2008 index is at

http://www.hydro.gov.au/n2m/2008/2008n2m.htm . The site map does not contain this infor ma-

tion.

3. This is how you can find all the notices applicable to a chart if you have the most recent one.

You do not have to go back through them all to get the list if this trail takes you back fur ther than

the most recent April or October. In those months, the Cumulative List of notices applicable to

ev ery current chart is included in the Notices to Mariners edition. That list will make it somewhat

easier to pull out the notices needed.

4. The combination of ghostscr ipt which is a PostScr ipt and PDF viewer, and gv for Linux, GSview

for Windows or MacGSView for the Mac are in my exper ience much easier when printing selected

pages from a PostScr ipt or PDF files than are some other PDF viewers. See

http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/˜ghost/ for downloads.


